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Yes it’s still me ☺



• CSS Positioning (different video)

• Responsive design techniques 

• CSS Animation techniques (different video)
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• CSS Positioning (different video)

• Responsive design techniques 

• What is responsive design? 

• What are media queries?

• What techniques are responsive by design? 

• How does this all fit together?

• CSS Animation techniques (different video)
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What is responsive design?





we need to serve all these devices and more 
the same information



or perhaps not the exact same information, 
but the information that is relevant for that

user on that type of device

= content prioritisation













While the advantages and disadvantages of 
each approach are a lesson in itself, this is out 

of scope

we’ll be focusing on the responsive design 
techniques only



So we need one codebase to do all this



Viewport directive



<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">



Media queries



A media query allows you to write CSS for a 
specific situation







Within each type, we can specify even further, 
this is called a media feature





And we can use logical operators





Full list on 
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/CSS/Media_Queries/Using_media_queries

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/Media_Queries/Using_media_queries


You can choose: in <link> or in CSS file



You can choose: in <link> or in CSS file



Old techniques involved targeting specific
devices by specifying a device width



We would start with something like this





And end up with a bunch of these



For all common breakpoints…



Even CSS frameworks make a choice



Modern  Responsive Design Rule #1

You shall not use pixel-based breakpoints



Modern Responsive Design Rule #1

You shall not use pixel-based breakpoints

Use relative units instead (e.g. em)



Modern  Responsive Design Rule #2

You shall not match devices



Modern  Responsive Design Rule #2

You shall not match devices

Instead, look for when your design falls apart / 
fails to work properly and target that



Modern  Responsive Design Rule #3

Only use media queries to tweak where 
necessary



Modern  Responsive Design Rule #3

Only use media queries to tweak where 
necessary

Use as many default responsive behaviours
as you can



Techniques that are responsive by design



Intrinsic dimension values



Extrinsic values: 
When we tell the element how large it should
be

Intrinsic values: 
When the element’s contents determines its
size



min-content | max-content | fit-content



min-content





max-content



Notice that the element remains display: block, yet the background only goes
as far as the text



fit-content



fit-content











Multi-column layout





column-count: 2;

column-width: 20rem;



demonstration





Viewport units



Scale elements relative to a percentage of the 
viewport





demonstration





Flexbox flex basis



Determine width of an element by allowing to 
grow, shrink and have a basis

flex: 1 1 40rem;



demonstration





grid



Leverage several features already included in 
grid



Demonstration: 3 different use cases



Tying it together



Adhere to the rules

• Use as many default responsive behaviours as you can
• When you *do*use media queries, Use relative units instead (e.g. em)
• Do not match for devices, match for appropriate design


